2010 ford escape expansion valve location

My escape has been in the shop four times and still has the same air conditioning issue. After
recharge it runs for a day then blows hot aor. High side pressure crazy and locks up system
says mechanic. Pumped and charged twice. Dryer replaced. A valve replaced. Still works a day
and no more cold aor. So frustrating. High side pressure crazy and locks up system says I have
a Ford Escape. When I move the vehicle from park there is a rather large jolt. We hooked the
vehicle up to computer and received the following errors: Pressure Control Solenoid A Control I
recently started having issues with my AC blowing but not actually cooling, it blows whatever
temp it is outside. I checked and noticed the compressor was not running. I was able to get it
running Got a water leak under the drivers seat carpeting. I want to remove the AIP but the push
pins at the windshield have got me stumped. I am using a plastic trim stick and a metal
'christmas tree' pull I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Escape
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford
Escape Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars for Sale. AC Radiator broke, how? I don't know. I was lucky that I had a
extended warranty at that time. I am never buying ford with this problem it is a pain. I have
replaced some little things that have added up and still have the problem. I am hoping to find
the other complaint exactly like mine to print out and show the fellows when I take it today.
Warm air comes out the same on each of those settings and continues that way for the full 30
minutes of my commute with sometimes a glimmer of cold for a few seconds. The third time I
brought it in, it had stopped blowing cold altogether so they had a starting point and found that:
"the system has a blockage. High pressure goes to before automatic shutdown. Flush
remainder of system and check for further blockage". It is disappointing that Ford mechanics
were not able to diagnose and solve the above problem. That has caused me to lose some
confidence in their analysis ability. The car now being in for the fourth time has gone through
one day of them trying to find the problem and they cannot get it to fail. Of course, they don't
have time to drive it around for however many minutes it takes before it decides to fail, but if
they did, it would probably fail. Any help would be appreciated. If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Escape problem yet.
Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your
zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Wife spends a lot of time
in the car and it is irritating not having AC. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking
for? Search for something else:. My Ford Escape has been in the auto repair shop 4 times
without being able to pinpoint the problem. Previously the air didn't work when set at level 2
and 3 of the four levels. Previously, the air would work for a day or two after in the shop but
would return back to blowing out warm air. Try cleaning out your A. C condenser coil with a
garden hose and nozzle or better yet a pressure washer could be the condenser coil is clogged
or partially clogged with dirt and bugs allowing little to no air flow across the coils. Could be
that is why it cools until temps get really high. Also have your orfice tube filter check this is a
filter that is located in the high side line of the A. C system. Kepmom answered 5 years ago.
Ford is aware of this problem Escape but refuses to fix free of charge. Last Ford for me. Owner
of Fords since Grant answered 4 years ago. Explorer Heater quit. Learned it is a systemic issue.
Then bought a Ford Escape: AC quit. Dealer fixed it, failed immediately. Sorry Ford you had
your chance!! AGYorkPA answered 4 years ago. Have contacted Ford customer service and
they have done nothing to elevate this issue. Vehicle back in shop while outside temps in 90s.
Wonder if this is a systemic design flaw in Ford SUVs??? My wife's Nissan Rouge was doing
the same thing took it to dealer and of course they could not find anything wrong. Being a
mechanic myself is suggested it had a bad expansion valve but they said was not covered
under the warranty so replaced the valve myself and that took care of problem. My Ford Escape
has only miles as it is only driven locally for medical reasons, yet the AC stopped working, there
is a whine from the electronic power steering, so has no fluid Reservoir to top up and the back
gate refuses to open. Ford Escape GuruYGPV answered 3 years ago. I have found out that
heater of a Ford Escape doesn't work when is parked for a while and start blowing cold air.
GuruM77Y answered 3 years ago. I have a Ford Escape and a Ford Focus. One thing is Ford
also states the water tank and belt are faulty. I did have to pay but only around but they don't
work at high temperatures. I will never go back to Ford again. One other behavior on my escape
if you have the ac set to level 1, 2, 3, no air blows. Billyd answered 3 years ago. AC blowing hot
air. The compressor kept cutting out. On and off but never cold air, anyhow. Bought the freon

recharge. Tried to recharge high side bigger tube but the gauge read full red area. I bled the AC
high pressure line. Then rechecked with the recharge gauge. It stabilized in green fluctuating
but stayed in the green. This fixed the problem immediately. Bled the line with an allen wrench.
AC is now freezing cold. Thank you. Good luck. Guru9TT75 answered 3 years ago. JCL53
answered 3 years ago. I bled the hi pressure side and checked it again. With just a squirt or 2 ,
my pressure stabilized and works like a champ now. In fact just drove it miles thru degree
temps and cold as ice. I have the exact same problem. The AC will blow cold at startup, but
when it is more than degrees out the AC stops working. Has anyone found a long- term fix for
this? If one more mechanic tells me it's overcharged I'm gonna lose it. Luke answered 3 years
ago. Billyd how do you bleed the high pressure side? Just poke it with an Allen wrench at the
same point where you fill it up? And should the car be running with the AC on when I'm trying to
bleed the high pressure side? And is the high pressure side the same side I'm filling up with my
can? GuruW1MJQ answered 2 years ago. My Ford Escape hybrid ac compressor went out. Had
it replaced and the line charged but still blows only outside air temperature? Bleed the high
pressure side with the engine off. Just a couple of very quick times is all it takes but fix will only
last a couple weeks. GuruT8Q5Z answered 2 years ago. Is this then a high pressure switch
problem? Perhaps its setpoint is set too low? Marc answered 2 years ago. GuruTFN76 answered
2 years ago. With the engine off mine shows in the high side. Acts like the condenser is stopped
up again after I just replaced it. No more fords for me. GuruT37RT answered 2 years ago. Donna
answered 2 years ago. Same symptoms on my Ford Escape - Dryer "desiccant" material
clogged the expansion valve. It may happen again but blowing cold for now. Glen answered 2
years ago. Most likely your evaporator is plugged with debris and not allowing enough air to
pass through. Sometimes mice and other critters make nests in there and plug them off.
Unfortunately it's behind the dash and difficult to get to. Helch answered 2 years ago. Jason
answered 2 years ago. I've had the same problem in my Ford escape. After paying for
diagnostics twice and being told nothing is wrong, I wanted to hit myself when I realized the
problem was from running the AC at the lowest temperature setting with the fan on low speed 1
or 2 setting. The cold air isn't being pushed out fast enough and the system freezes. If the
problem occurs. Try shutting off the AC for minutes, then when you put it back on, raise the
temperature slightly and put the fan on a little higher. There is likely no mechanical or electrical
issue, just that Ford wasn't smart enough to put a sensor to regulate the internal temperature of
the AC and prevent it from freezing over. Always happened on hotter days when the AC had to
work overtime to cool down the vehicle. Now I just avoid putting the temperature on low, and I
keep the fan speed on at least 3 especially really hot days. I've been problem free for the last 6
months. GuruXN5WB answered 2 years ago. Mechanics see no problem, temp in Texas dropped
to high 60s. Air works fine. Second time in shop in last month. I guess this is why Ford stopped
making cars in US, they suck. GuruSL1BX answered about a year ago. I have a Ford Escape and
the air conditioner would quit cooling after running it for a while. I could turn it off and let it thaw
then it would work for a bit and do the same thing. Now it is only blowing hot air. GuruSSH4G
answered about a year ago. I have the same problem - Ford Escape. Doesn't work at all when
temps go over 85 degrees. I was told by my Ford dealer they know about the problem - it's an
engineering defect. There will not be a recall because it is not a safety issue. He also told me the
fix is replacing the whole unit - with get this! My car was about 3 years old and had 80 thousand
when the issue started. My mechanic has done all the suggested workarounds listed in this
thread. Had it working good for about a month last time, but it's right back to where it was.
Would love to know what the real permanent fix is. We're now getting to the point where it's no
longer economically worth spending thousands of dollars, but arriving to a professional job
sweaty and stinky is no good either. GuruSH1ZS answered about a year ago. Not too happy with
it when I have to stop in 35 Celsius with no clouds or breeze for like 5 minutes and with the
windows down going through the car wash felt like a near death experience with the windows
up. Marc answered about a year ago. Pablo answered about a year ago. I would replace my
coolant and make sure my cooling fan is operating properly before anything else is done.
GuruH9T26 answered about a year ago. Been reading and fooling with the escape ac
compressor on then off and blowing hot air.. Too old for this crap Then read on here take an
Allen wrench and couple of blow offs on the large valve.. Been running close to 45 minutes icy
cold! Now I can drive it to the car lot and trade this mazda made for ford p. Wrenchman
answered about a year ago. Found the thermistor temp sensor bad. It was allowing the evap
core to freeze up and stop working until it thawed out. Easy fix, drop the glove box down and
look up to the left top of the box. It pops straight out with a screw driver. Ford motor craft part
yh Ford xw4zcba. It's a 10 minute fix that will save you a lot of time and money. I worked at Ford
dealerships for years, can't believe some of the bogus answers that I've read about this
concern. Not all mechanics are crooks, but you need to watch out for the bad ones. Julie

answered about a year ago. Guru1T2PL - if you take off the connector - what direction do you
pop it out to? I found the white temp sensor and removed the connector but don't know what
direction I should pop it A YouTube video on this would be Awesome. Judging by the
comments - and threads I have found you could hit pay dirt in advertising. No JOKE! It pops out
straight up toward the top of the dash, you have to tilt it slightly to get it all the way out once it
is loose,. Guru2N3XF answered 11 months ago. Took it to dealer, car out of warranty but they
fixed it for free which should have told me something. Last year, warm air. Auto zone, bought
refrigerant and blew nice and cold for a few months. Bought another can, blew cold for about a
month or so. Now, added refrigerant, just warm air. Turned off ac. Live in Florida so ac
important. Car has only miles on it. Going to look for another car. No Ford ever! Walter
answered 8 months ago. Never add Freon you buy to do it yourself. That stuff has garbage in it
and will definitely clog your orifice tube. Sumblnddude answered 7 months ago. I know this is
an older thread but has anyone tried this - modifying the evap temp sensor? Magnus answered
7 months ago. I have a escape that blows cool for about 5 minutes then nothing but warm.
System is fully charged and I tried the "venting the high side" method but no change. I can't find
any info on the location of the ac temp sensor. Anyone have any tips? Ken answered 6 months
ago. Eighth time in the shop in the last two months for air conditioning. Trying my third
dealership now, because the problem is still not fixed. This is ridiculous. No one can figure out
what is wrong so far. Wondered what part is going bad? Currently have 55K miles. Is this
normal at this number of miles I have a Ford Escape. The air conditioner was working fine and
then the next day, it just stopped cooling. It blows warm air. All the speeds work just fine on it. It
just does not cool. For i The air conditioner in my Ford Escape only works sometimes. If the
outside temperature is to high, it won't work but when the temperature comes down around 20
degrees, it will kick back in. Ridiculous how many issues ford has had with the escape and the
air conditioners going out. Has there been a recall? I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. My air
conditioner is not producing cold air - Why? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Escape question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Escape Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our
certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9
PM. In particular, the evaporator core inside the passenger compartment requires a specific,
metered amount of refrigerant in order to efficiently cool the interior. The expansion valve, also
known as an orifice tube in some designs, regulates the pressure of refrigerant that enters the
evaporator. The tube is also where liquid refrigerant under pressure converts to a gaseous
form. The gaseous refrigerant absorbs heat from air passing through the evaporator core and
carries it to the condenser where the heat is removed. In a situation where the orifice tube is
either blocked or stuck open, the air conditioning will not cool properly. Too much refrigerant
will cause frost on the core and prevent air from passing through to cool the air temperature.
Too little refrigerant passing through the evaporator means not enough heat is absorbed and
the interior is insufficiently cooled. Whenever air conditioning repairs or refrigerant recharges
are performed, have the expansion valve inspected for proper operation. If the expansion valve
is not opening or closing properly, you may need one of our expert technicians to replace the
expansion valve or orifice tube. Air conditioning is a comfort item in a vehicle, not a safety
issue. However, the air conditioning also removes moisture in the air for the defrost setting to
clear your windows. If the air conditioning is not working properly, your vision may be impaired
in humid or very cold weather. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic
Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See
availability. Keep in mind: Air conditioning work needs to be completed by a trained and
licensed professional in nearly all circumstances because refrigerants are regulated
substances. Our recommendation: Whenever air conditioning repairs or refrigerant recharges
are performed, have the expansion valve inspected for proper operation. What common
symptoms indicate you may need to replace the Expansion Valve Orifice Tube? How important
is this service? Number of Ford Escape
toyota wiring harness diagram
fender 3 way switch wiring diagram
audi a7 speed
services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Ford Jobs. Auto service in Your

City. Meet some of our expert Ford mechanics Real customer reviews from Ford owners like
you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Luke 16 years of experience. Request Luke. Lucas
incredible, knowledgeable and accommodating. I can't recommend him highly enough. Jordan 7
years of experience. Request Jordan. Great experience with Jordan. Friendly, Knowledgeable
and Professional. He did a wonderful job. Had all the necessary tools, parts, knowledge, skills.
Colby 13 years of experience. Request Colby. Colby was on time early actually , professional,
knowledgable, and very kind. He did a great job fixing my washer fluid lines. I would absolutely
love to have Colby work on my vehicle the next time I need a mechanic! Marko 5 years of
experience. Request Marko. Markos did a great job on replacing my alternator. Friendly service
and I would hire him again for future work on my car. How can we help? Read FAQ.

